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ABSTRACT
This study was undertaken to bring into perspective the perception of automated trading ( forex
trading) in Ghana; the perception of forex bureaus. The research objectives sought to find out if
forex bureau operators have the requisite knowledge on automated trading (forex trading ), their
take on the prospects of automated trading in the near future and whether they ( forex bureau
operators) were willing to commit resources into automated trading(forex trading).The study was
targeted at a specific group of people thus, operators/owners or individuals who held various
positions or roles in a forex bureau setting. Out of twenty (20) questionnaires distributed, of
which sixteen (16) was received served as a source for the data collected and analyzed. The main
tool used in data collection was questionnaires but in some cases which was minimal interviews
were adapted. The findings of this study revealed that there was a need for forex bureaus to
commit resources into setting up research and development departments to complement their
activities. It further revealed that, though forex bureaus believe that automated trading was an
avenue to maximize revenue/profits yet they had no intentions of committing resources to exploit
opportunities automated trading has to offer.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background to the problem
For every economy, the financial sectors serve as the live wire that propels development with
regards to attracting investment from within and without. Whether these economies are
developed, developing or underdeveloped it is essential to note that without a financial system of
the current modeled world the growth, development, and socio-economic well being of people
will come at a standstill. The economic viability of a state or country depends on its financial
system to be able to attract or generate the requisite funds that are needed to embark on various
economic activities to foster growth for the wellbeing of the people. These can be achieved
through various financial engineering as product and service rendered by players in the financial
industry which are accessible to the general public dependent on their financial need at every
given point in time. For this purpose the study will focus on The Perception of Automated
Trading in Ghana among the forex bureaus. The foreign exchange market is a market where
currencies are bought and sold openly by individuals, businesses, government, and others. The
foreign exchange (forex) market is the largest financial market in the world. According to the
Bank of International Settlements (BIS), in April 2016 trading on forex markets averaged $5.1
trillion per day. It was 27 times larger than the equities (stock) market, and four times larger than
the entire global GDP. The foreign exchange market is a decentralized system and has no
dominant exchanges, except in futures trading. Instead, there is a global network of brokers and
traders, linked by technology (global trading platform). Participants in the market include banks,
corporations, investment management firms, hedge funds, retail investors and central banks. The
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forex market consists of two sections: [I] the interbank market, in which banks and financial
institutions trade currencies to manage their own forex risks as well as those of their clients; and
the [II] retail (over-the-counter) market, in which individuals and businesses trade through online
platforms and brokers. Of the two, the interbank market is by far the larger. In April 2016, 93
percent of transactions were between financial institutions and the majority were of the banks.
Exchange rates are principally determined in the interbank market through trading activity by
large banks and financial institutions. Central banks do use the foreign exchange market to
stabilize their currency exchange rates by buying and selling currency in sufficient quantities to
influence the price. This automated forex market is a market that operates 24 hours a day,
everywhere in the world. However, it currently closes for two days plus an hour each week, from
4 p.m. Eastern Standard Time (EST) on Friday to 5 p.m. EST on Sunday. In advanced economies
like the United States, Britain, Germany and other developed countries, where free markets
principle governs the activities of foreign exchange, developing economies such as Ghana, on
the other hand, do not allow such free markets in foreign exchange. Usually, restrictions are
placed on foreign currency transactions, including, but not limited to, insufficient amounts of
foreign currency that may be purchased and sometimes for specific purposes only with
government licensing requirements and, in extreme situations, outright prohibitions of foreign
currency used by private people. As a result of these restrictions, illegal markets develop in
response to demand for foreign currency, until February 1988, when the foreign exchange
bureaus (forex bureaus) came into existence in Ghana. Dealings in foreign exchange had been
the monopoly of the central bank and some commercial banks, designated as authorized dealers.
Over the past two decades, the trade and foreign exchange policies followed by Ghana have been
nothing but restrictive. In 1972, for instance, a system of import licensing was introduced by the
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then military government to control foreign exchange. In a further effort to conserve foreign
exchange, a foreign exchange decree aimed at checking the illegal transfer of funds outside the
country through under-invoicing of exports and inflated import prices was promulgated. The oil
price hikes of the OPEC countries that began around 1973 brought more chaos into the foreign
exchange market of Ghana. With almost 50% of the available foreign exchange spent on the
importation of petroleum products, inadequate amounts of foreign exchange were left for the
heavily import-dependent Ghanaian economy. The numerous foreign exchange controls that
resulted led to the rapid development of a black market. The introduction of the Special
Unnumbered Licence (SUL) in the mid- 1970s as a trade policy further accelerated the growth of
the black market. Under the SUL system, importers with their own foreign exchange resources
were allowed to bring in imports since such imports did not involve any transfer of foreign
currency from the country. The SUL system boosted the development of the black market as
cedis generated after selling goods brought in under SUL had to be reconverted into hard
currency in order to repeat the cycle. Among other restrictions introduced to cut back foreign
exchange used in the late 1970s were the 10% import license levy on the face value of the license
and a mandatory cash margin requirement for letters of credit. Because of the severity of the
exchange controls, by the late 1970s, almost all the major international currencies were readily
available in unprecedented quantities on the black market. In Accra, for instance, the name 'Cow
Lane' was a household word synonymous with 'unauthorized foreign exchange market'. Similar
names were coined in other Ghanaian cities. Until February 1988, when the forex bureau system
started. It was illegal to transact business on the black market and many dealers have faced the
law. Interestingly, the more the government intervened through arrests, raids, confiscations,
prosecutions, etc., the more divergent the prices on the two markets widen.
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The black market simply flourished. After a long and unsuccessful battle with black marketers,
the Government of Ghana decided on February 1988 to license individuals, companies and
financial institutions to open foreign exchange bureaus where the general public could buy and
sell eight major currencies: the United States dollar, the pound sterling, the CFA franc, the
Deutsche mark, the French franc, the Swiss franc, the Canadian dollar, and the Japanese yen. The
introduction of the forex bureau concept therefore legalized a previously illegal market, giving
rise to numerous advantages including the ability of the government to receive taxed revenue on
transactions in the market, release of resources used to fight the illegal dealers became an
available resource to the benefit of government, easy access to the foreign currency market by all
users, and, more importantly, building confidence in the financial market in general, and the
currency market in particular, for a faster economic development of Ghana. which was empirical
argued that the government noticed the opportunity of investment attraction as a reason to
formalize and institutionalize the forex exchange business as a bureau in the financial market of
Ghana as posits by Senzu (2018). Ghana’s forex regime is governed by the Foreign Exchange
Act 2006 (Act 723). The Bank of Ghana regulates forex business and transfers between residents
and non-residents. Payments to or from Ghana between residents and/or non-residents must be
made through a bank. However, transfers to or from Ghana must be made through a bank, a
dealer or person licensed to carry out the business of money transfers. The BoG periodically
issues directives on forex transactions. Though this act does not take into consideration
automated trading which is gradually gaining grounds in the Ghanaian setting as a developing
economy.
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1.2 Statement of the Problem
Some studies with regards to the foreign exchange bureaus have been conducted in past years
example of such studies is “Foreign exchange bureaus in the economy of Ghana” by Kofi A.
Osei which sought to identify key participants and the role they played in the foreign exchange
market. However this study will investigate the perception forex bureau operators hold with
regards to automated trading in Ghana. The study will bring into perspective how automated
trading is being considered by forex bureau operators. Some specific questions that the study will
be addressing are;
-Whether forex bureau operators have a basic knowledge of what automated trading is
-Do forex bureau operators see themselves as participating in automated trading
-Their views on the prospects of automated trading in Ghana.
A lot of academic work has been done in this area and we seek to research and add to the
knowledge content of what has already been done in regards to the Ghanaian setting.
1.3 Objectives of the Study
This study is intended to investigate the perception of automated trading in Ghana with reference
to what forex bureau operators make of it thus, the ( forex bureaus) perception of automated
trading in Ghana. The specific objectives of this study are:
1. Find out whether Forex bureaus operators have the requisite knowledge on automated trading
2. Find out if they are willing to commit resources in the area of automated trading.
3. Find out if they consider automated trading as an avenue to maximize revenue/ profits.
- 16 -

4. To find out if they will recommend automated trading to anyone as an investment opportunity
and why.
5. To find out what they make of automated trading in the near future in Ghana.
1.4 Significance/Justification of the Study
A study like this is very important to academia and also the business world. The study seeks to
throw light on seeming area of the financial sector of Ghana where so much attention is not paid
but holds a lot of prospects with regards to liquidity in the financial market and also attracting
investment within and without.
1.5 Scope of the Study
The area of the study covered the major operational areas of some identified licensed forex
bureaus and their operations in relation to how they perceive of automated trading to arrive at a
reasonable conclusion.
1.6 Organisation of the Study
The study is set out in five (5) chapters as follows:
Chapter one (1), contains the introduction to the study, the background of the study, statement of
the problem, objectives of the study, significance of the study, methodology, scope of the study,
limitation of the research work and outline of the study.
Chapter two (2) seeks to provide a conceptual framework and review previous literature in
relation to the research topic.
Chapter three (3) provides the research methodology.
- 17 -

Chapter four (4) consists of the presentation and analysis of data.
Chapter five (5) which is the last chapter provides the summary, conclusion, and
recommendations of the study.
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CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the report on works that others have done in the area under study. We
described different theories and considered researches conducted by other researchers concerning
the study area. We discussed foreign exchange market, its different theories, and models and also
to have a clear insight into how automated trading is perceived in Ghana, especially by forex
bureau operators who have the opportunity to exploit the forex market to their benefit. In the end,
on the basis of the literature review, a conceptual framework will be built that will be used while
analyzing empirical data.
2.2 The Over View of the Foreign Exchange Market (Forex Market)
Over the decades the concept of financial development has attracted a significant portion of the
academic and policy literature. This research interest has been linked to the fact that a robust
financial system leads to an increment in financial activities which in the long run tends to affect
the value of the currency of that country as it is in other developed economies. A number of
studies have been conducted in the area of financial development which has been identified as
key to economic growth, Bhattacharya and Sivasubramanian (2003), for instance, investigated
the possibility of causal relationship running from financial development to economic growth
using data spanning the period 1970 – 1999 for India and concluded that financial sector
development causes GDP growth. Chakraborty (2008) also found a long-run relationship
between financial development indicators (bank credit, stock market capitalization) and
economic growth while Katircioglu et al., (2008) also found support for a long-run relationship
- 19 -

between financial development and real GDP (see also King and Levine, 1993; Khan, 2001;
Minella, 2001; Masten et al., 2008, among many others). The foreign exchange market is a key
factor to the financial development of every nation and contributes immensely to the
strengthening of the country’s currency, play a major role in the balance of payments of that
country just to touch on some key facts. A foreign exchange market is a market where a
convertible currency is exchanged for another convertible currency. In the transaction or
execution of conversion, one currency is considered domestic and the other is regarded as
foreign, from a certain geographical or sovereign point of view, so is the term foreign exchange
derived. As long as national states or blocs of national states that adopt their own currencies exist,
foreign exchange markets will persist to serve business, non-business, and sometimes, political
needs of business firms, governments, individuals, and international organizations and
institutions (Meenai & Ansari, 2004). The foreign exchange market (FOREX) is not a market
like the Ghana Stock Exchange (GSE), where daily trades of stock are conducted in a central
location. Instead, a FOREX market refers to the activities of major international banks that
engage in currency trading. These banks act as intermediaries between the true buyers and sellers
of currencies i.e. governments, businesses, and individuals. These banks hold foreign currency
deposits and stand ready to exchange these for domestic currency upon demand. The exchange
rate will be determined independently by each bank but will essentially be determined by supply
and demand in the market (Siddiqui, 2009). An exchange rate is the price of one currency in
terms of another currency; it is the relative price of the two currencies. (Meenai & Ansari, 2004).
The relative price of two commodities can be decided without the involvement of money, though
less explicit. So more important is the role of money as the media of exchange, for it is the bearer
of commonly recognized value, exchangeable for many other commodities then or at a future
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time. In international trade, the situation is slightly different from that in domestic trade in that
the value of one commodity is denominated in two or more currencies. (Baccheta & Wincoop,
2009). The discount rate is the interest rate at which central bank lends reserves to depository
institutions, primarily to enable these institutions to meet their reserve requirements. (Thorntorn,
1982). The discount rate itself is comprised of two parts: (1) an assumed rate of return that
recognizes the time value of money and (2) a risk factor that recognizes the uncertainty
associated with achieving future profit forecasts. The discount rate an expert applies in a given
situation is both an art and a science. An expert may need to factor in a lower overall rate if the
profits at issue are relatively more likely to be achieved. On the other hand, a higher interest rate
would be appropriate in a situation where there is less chance of achieving the profits at issue
and, therefore, a larger than normal risk is involved. The rate is the benchmark value that an
eligible depository institution is charged to borrow short term funds directly from the central
bank through the discount window and it is also known as the primary rate, or base rate (Batten
and Thornton, 1983). The relationship between interest rates and exchange rates has long been a
key focus of international Economics. Most standard theoretical models of exchange rates
predict that exchange rates are determined by economic fundamentals, one of which is the
interest rate differential between home and abroad. Interest rate provides an important suggestion
for monitory policy, risk management practices, valuation of financial securities and government
policies towards financial markets (Uddin & Alam, 1999). The exchange rate plays a vital role in
the financial market and its importance as an economic indicator is of a high increase in the
developing economies. Aside from factors such as interest rates and inflation, the Exchange rate
is one of the most important determinants of a country's relative level of economic health. They
play a vital role in a country's level of trade, which is critical to most every free market economy
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in the world (Meenai & Ansari, 2004). Exchange rates are among the most-watched, analyzed
and governmentally manipulated economic measures. Recent studies and analysis have proved a
relationship between exchange rate and Macroeconomic fundamentals and it instability has
shown a significant effect on the volatility of exchange rates. Moreover, the exchange rate is
influenced by other income factors such as interest rates, inflation and even capital gains from
domestic securities. As the change comes in interest rates, it is immediately reflected in
Exchange rate markets (Baccheta & Wincoop, 2009). In most of the countries, exchange rate
volatility has a short-run effect on export flows and there is a substantive casual relationship in
which changes in exchange rate volatility granger cause changes in real exports (Arize, Osang &
Slottje, 2000). The real exchange rate contributes importance for capital accumulation because it
affects the potential for investors to provide internal finance as argued by Senzu (2019). As the
appreciation in three factors such as discount rates, interest rates, and exchange rates attracts the
foreign investors in the developed countries. Every investor wants to have transactions in a bigmoney market (Antinolfi1 & Huybens – 1998). Exchange rate movements can be explained by
considering two factors. (1). Credit market conditions changes can be reflected by changes in
interest rate differentials across countries. (2) Changes in monetary policy stances of central
banks, especially federal reserve’s. Using changes in the discount rate as a proxy for
unanticipated changes in U.S monetary policy, we find that both of these factors have a
significant impact on daily movements of the bilateral exchange rate between the U.S Dollar and
other currencies of five considered countries. So a bit change in discount and interest rate cause a
substantial impact positively on the exchange rate among considered countries here as a sample
(Dallas, Batten & Daniel, 1985). The most significant effect of Monetary and Fiscal policies is
felt by Exchange rates and in responding to that exchange rates push other monetary factors like
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Domestic inflation, interest rates, and import prices. One way in which monetary and fiscal
policies of the country affects the interest and then inflation rate is by first influencing its
exchange rate, and then interest rate which in turn influences import prices which in turn
influences domestic prices and ultimately have a great effect on the inflation rate of the country.
So, interest rate and exchange rate has a significant relationship in a positive mode. (Fair,1982).
When the money supply in one country increases compared with its trading partners, prices
should rise and the currency should depreciate. Senzu (2019) assert that funding in one currency
and lending in another, and the probability that the relative values of the two currencies will alter,
create foreign exchange (FX) risk. This Foreign exchange risk occurs in almost every transaction
between Microfinance investors (especially foreign investors) and MFIs (Microfinance
Institutions). There is no proper hedging mechanism in the countries where MFIs operate and
most probably it is very expensive for a small number of transactions as well. In addition, MFIFs
(Micro Finance Investment Funds) often compensate in it calculation for FX risk by increasing
their interest rates to MFIs to cover potential losses. FX risk, therefore, increases the lending
costs for the MFIs (and ultimately, for their clients), regardless of whether or not they have
access to local currency loan. Thus Interest rate fluctuations exert a great impact on the Foreign
exchange risk for MFIs and MFIFs (Barres, 2005). It is often a matter of confusion for the public,
what will happen when the Government has brought down the discount rates. As the empirical
evidences establishes, when the discount rate goes up the interest rate also move up and when the
discount rate moves downward the interest rate also moves downward and many studies proved
that the discount rate and the interest rate are interlinked in the direct relationship. The studies
also show a bit impact of this overall scenario in which the interest rate and discount rate are the
players and thus affect the overall economy if the controlling authority of both discount rate and
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interest rate is government then change in discount rate leaves no significant change in the
interest rate, thus the above-mentioned relation exists only in open market transactions where
interest rate depends upon the discount rate controlled by the central reserves/bank. (Thorntorn,
1982). This renowned rate knows as discount rate correlates with the interest rate and both of
these correlates with exchange market situation. A considerable change in both the factors uplifts
the figures of the exchange market in either way (Batten and Thornton, 1985).The discount rate
changes are of two types one is technical change and the other is nontechnical change. The
technical change reflects no information about the attitude of monetary policy or its effect on the
economy and exchange rate as it is almost known to the stakeholders and is almost according to
their expectations. Whereas non-technical changes of the discount rate, reflects the information
about the attitude of monitory policy and exchange rate decisions and thus the exchange rate
market reflects more in this case. It is the matter of fact that market shifts its paradigm when new
monetary policy is going to be announced as this announcement contains the information about
the discount rate (Smirlock & Yawitz, 1984). One important myth about the floating exchange
rates is that floating exchange rates reflect international economic conditions in somewhat
predict figure way but not create them, or the exchange rate, though these economic factors
reflect the changes in interest rates and discount rates (Batten & Ott, 1983). Since the adoption of
the interbank exchange rate (also called a floating rate system), the debate of the exchange rate in
Ghana continues unabated. This is due to the instability of the Ghana Cedi against major
currencies like US-Dollar, Euro and UK Pounds. Ghana as many other nations were using fixed
or pegged exchange rate system under the Bretton Wood agreement till 1986. Between 1987 and
1992, the country opted for the auction system also known as the managed flexible system. The
start of a constitutional government in the country saw the adoption of a freely floating exchange
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rate system in 1992. The floating system caused almost 1500% depreciation of the Cedi over
10years periods. That is the Cedi felt several hundred folds from 520 Cedi in 1992 to 8000 Cedi
in 2002 against the US Dollar. The free-floating system allows a country currency rate to be
freely determined by demand and supply against another currency, whereas in the fixed-rate
system, the country currency is pegged at a specific price for a specified time against an amount
of gold. In between these two extreme systems is the managed float where both the invisible
hand of demand and supply as well as major government force operates in the same market.
Thus the free market is allowed to some extent while government intervenes where necessary to
achieve a desired economic objective. Almost all countries in the world have gone for free-float
or managed float since the breakdown of the Bretton Wood fixed the exchange rate. It is often
said that most countries go for managed float because no country will sit down for its currency to
fluctuate beyond expectation without any government intervention. This is the same case with
Ghana while on the face value, exchange rate practice is free to float; the government sometimes
intervene in the market to achieve some economic objectives like inflation and interest reduction.
There will not be an issue on currency exchange if the whole world uses one common currency
or monetary units. But the single global monetary unit can only be an opinion but not a reality;
hence there exist foreign exchange, In addition to the enhancement of international trade, an
exchange rate also makes it possible for foreign direct investment and transaction. Again, the
international movement of people has become easier through exchange rate system. Ghana as a
developing and import-led country is much affected by exchange rates. The import-led feature of
Ghana’s economy means that any fluctuation in exchange rate does not only affect the country’s
currency on the international market but almost the macroeconomic variables such as inflation
and interest rates. Owusu and Mumumi (2004) argue that both economic fundamental and
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speculation are the influencing factors of the exchange rate in Ghana. Their analysis indicates
high inflation depreciates the Cedi while high domestic Treasury bill rate appreciates the Cedi in
the short run. This means, if the country has a seasonal inflation rate and Treasury bill rate then
the exchange rate will also be seasonal. An early study by Bawumia and Abradu (2003) also
reveals the seasonal pattern of the exchange rate in Ghana. The study shows a steady
depreciation in the first three (3) quarters against a peak depreciation in the last quarter of the
year. The study also indicates that unlike inflation, the exchange rate responds to changes in the
money supply immediately. The money supply is seasonal in nature with a noticeable year-end
hump. The demand for and supply of money are the key determinants of exchange rates. Interest
Rate Parity is an important concept that explains the equilibrium state of the relationship between
the interest rate and exchange rate of two countries. The foreign exchange market is in
equilibrium when deposits of all currencies offer the same expected rate of return equating to
zero-sum. The condition that the expected returns on deposits of any two currencies are equal
when measured in the same currency is called the interest parity condition. It implies that
potential holders of foreign currency deposits view them all as equally desirable assets, provided
their expected rates of return are the same. Given that the expected return on say US dollar
deposits is 4 percent greater than that on Ghana cedi deposits, all things being equal, no one will
be willing to continue holding Ghana cedi deposits, and holders of Ghana cedi deposits will be
trying to sell them for US dollar deposits. There will, therefore, be an excess supply of Ghana
cedi deposits and an excess demand for US dollar deposits in the foreign exchange market
(Krugman et al. 2012).
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2.3 Empirical Literature
The dominant view in the literature on the IMF/World Bank inspired Structural Adjustment
Programmes (SAP) is that those reforms are always in contrast with the internal dynamics of the
third world countries (see for instance Faruqee and Hussain, 1994; Mosley, 1996; Ng and Yeats,
2000; Pinto, 1990, 1991; and Gervais and Larue, 1999). This skeptical view is even more
strongly held on the external sector liberalization component of the reforms. For instance, Pinto
(1988, 1990 and 1991) and Gervais and Larue (1999) present theoretical models suggesting that
the removal of the black market premium, which is at the center of the reforms in African
countries, takes inflation to a higher steady-state path. In Pinto’s (1988, 1990 and 1991) model,
the black market premium serves as implicit tax revenue to the government. Its elimination
reduces government revenues leading to higher fiscal deficits, which have to be financed with
new monies, given the external credit constraints, thereby raising inflation. While this theoretical
prediction appears to be in line with several episodes of African reforms experiences, there are a
few cases that are to the contrary. Ghana, for instance, is one case of a successful IMF/World
Bank inspired reform (see Leechor, 1994). Ghana’s experience, however, demonstrates the
possibility that these reforms can work well in third world countries. The Ghanaian foreign
exchange market is now liberalized and the hitherto high black-market premium eliminated with
no inflationary consequences, contrary to Pinto’s (1989, 1990) argument. In addition, the
Ghanaian foreign trade regime is one of the most liberalized in the region, with a trade-to-GDP
ratio of up to 100% in 2008 (IMF, 2009). The financial sector is also fully liberalized and is
increasingly becoming resilient to potential financial shocks. Indeed, because of the financial
sector stability and low inflation achieved, by May 2007 the monetary and financial
environments were deemed ripe for the adoption of Inflation Targeting as the framework for
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monetary policy. As a result, Ghana is now the first (and only) country in West Africa to
formally adopt Inflation Targeting as its framework of monetary policy, and second in Africa,
after South Africa. The relevant question that the Ghanaian success story raises is of the lessons
that can be learned for other Sub-Saharan African countries that have not succeeded in their
reform efforts. In other words, what are the major reasons that made the Ghanaian reforms
succeed? Specifically, how did the authorities unified the dual exchange rates without
inflationary consequences?
2.3.1The Pre -Reform Trade and Exchange Regime: 1964-1983
This section critically examines the initial conditions in Ghana, which are broadly similar to
those in most other Sub-Saharan African (SSA) countries. The colonial economy, prior to 1983,
maintained a controlled fixed exchange rate regime characterized by surrender laws, foreign
exchange rationing and currency in-convertibility (see Mumuni and Owusu-Afriyie, 2004 and
Gyimah-Brempong, 1992). Under this regime, exporters were required by law to surrender all
their foreign exchange earnings to the Bank of Ghana (BoG henceforth) at the fixed official rate,
and the purchase of foreign exchange for the capital transaction was illegal. Because imports
were quantitatively controlled, through foreign exchange allocation by the BoG, trade surpluses
were recorded in most of the period (1972-1982). However, these surpluses were achieved at a
very low trade level, the ratios of exports and imports to GDP had declined from a little over 20
percent in 1970 to about 3 percent in 1982. High rates of inflation, chiefly caused by general
scarcity and monetization of huge fiscal deficits (Sowa, 1994), amidst fixed exchange rates
meant that the exchange rate became increasingly overvalued. By 1982, exchange rate
overvaluation was estimated at 816 percent (Werlin, 1994). The collapse of exports and imports
as well as domestic production, which led to a weakening of the government’s tax revenue base,
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was the major cause of huge fiscal deficits. As imports were quantitatively restricted, and foreign
exchange rationed, smuggling activities thrived leading to the emergence of the black market for
foreign exchange as a source of its finance. As a result of the higher rates, farmers received for
their foreign exchange in the black market, about 20 percent of the cocoa harvested was
smuggled out (May 1985), further reducing the government revenue. The economy, therefore,
had two foreign exchange rates: the official exchange rate, which was fixed and subject to
foreign exchange rationing and currency in convertibility (Gyima-Brempong, 1992); and the
illegal black market rate, which was flexible, convertible and subject to no quantitative rationing.
The black market, although it existed since the introduction of the cedi and the Exchange Control
Act in 1965, became more prominent in 1976 when official import capacity became chronically
low and importers became increasingly reliant on the black market. In fact, by December 1982
the black market exchange premium had reached 42.6 percent (or about 5.35 times the
equilibrium rate). This suggests a situation of extreme foreign exchange shortage in which the
official rate was extremely overvalued, while the black market rate was extremely undervalued.
This situation is suggestive of a very thin black market, as its illegality and surrender laws
impede the supply while bureaucracy, rationing, and rent-seeking in the official market boost the
demand in the black market. Contrary to the general assumption, therefore, the black market rate
in Ghana during this period could not be considered the equilibrium rate, or even nearequilibrium. In such a situation where the equilibrium rate is stronger than the black market rate
but is weaker than the official rate, liberalization can be expected to lead to appreciation in the
black market rate but depreciation in the official. In addition, the extreme overvaluation of the
official rate at which exports earnings were surrendered suggests that the implicit tax revenue
during this period was very large. As a priority, an overnight unification of the rate was expected
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to result in higher fiscal deficits and inflation. As will be argued in the next sections, however,
the gradual strategy prevented this, as it allowed time for other non-inflationary sources of
revenue to be developed.
2.3.2 Trade and Exchange Rate Reforms
The gradual shift in the exchange rate management in Ghana took place between 1983 and 1992
from a rigidly fixed to a flexible exchange rate regime. The rigidly fixed exchange rate regime
Ghana had pursued before 1983 led to a substantial overvaluation of the cedi, especially in the
late 1970s and early 1980s when inflation hovered around 140 percent. There was a highly
developed parallel foreign exchange market which, coupled with the foreign exchange surrender
laws, acted as a tax-type disincentive to exporters. The exchange rate reform, therefore, aimed at
realigning the overvalued exchange rate, eliminating the parallel market premium and moving
away from the rigidly fixed and controlled regime towards flexibility. The hope was that the new
flexible exchange rate regime would make adjustment of the exchange rate somewhat automatic
thereby maintaining external competitiveness of the economy. In addition, a flexible exchange
rate regime would eliminate the need for politically risky and difficult devaluations. Within the
transition period (1983 to 1992) the operational, institutional and technical requirements for an
orderly transition to, and smooth operation of, the new regime were put in place. These
requirements included the attainment of fiscal discipline, development of a better regulated and
supervised financial sector, as well as a deeper money market with market-determined interest
rates (Duttagupta et al., 2004). These were achieved in the following four distinct phases.
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2.3.3The Economic Recovery Programme (ERP) Period
The gradual transition to floating rates started with the introduction of a system of (exports)
bonuses and (imports) surcharges between April and October of 1983. This system effectively
instituted a multiple official exchange rate regime, in which the official exchange rate was
segmented into first- and second-tier rates, with each rate serving different transactions.
Traditional exports, imports of crude oil, essential raw materials, basic foodstuffs, and capital
goods were subjected to the first-tier rate (of ¢23.36/$), while the non-traditional exports and all
other imports were subjected to the higher second-tier rate (of ¢29.98/$). This strategy sought to
improve the chronically low foreign exchange supply by encouraging non-traditional exports. In
addition, because the export bonuses were financed by the surcharges on imports, the strategy
had avoided serious budgetary drain on the government. In October 1983, the average nominal
exchange rate drop from ¢2.75/$ (set in 1978) to ¢25/$, roughly offsetting the cumulative
inflation from 1978 through 1983. In October 1983, the two rates were first devalued by 26
percent and 15 percent, respectively, before they were unified and further devalued, putting the
unified rate at 30 cedis to a dollar in the same month. Between October 1983 and September
1986, a crawling peg regime was adopted. The quarterly rate of the crawl was determined on the
basis of quarterly Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) calculations (Dordunoo, 1994). Consequently,
by January 1986, the exchange rate of the Cedi to the US-dollar had depreciated to ¢90/$
from ¢30/$ in October 1983. With inflation substantially less than these exchange rate changes
(and declining) which resulted in the desired real devaluation been achieved (Harrigan and
Oduro, 2000), with the real rate approaching its 1976 level (Leith and Söderling, 2000). In
addition, the black market premium had declined substantially, as indicated by the ratio of the
black market to the official exchange rate, which fell from about ¢43.64/$ at the beginning of the
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reform to ¢2.22/$ in September 1986. Meanwhile, balanced government budgets - a key
condition associated with IMF and World Bank support - were achieved by 1986, through
increased revenue. The rise in revenue resulted from a combined effect of the exchange rate and
tax reforms. First, the adjustment of the exchange rate from ¢2.75/$ to ¢90/$ increased the base
for all trade taxes by over 30 fold, in addition to the expansion of trade volume. Second, the tax
reform reduced and simplified customs tariffs, thereby increasing the efficiency of collection. As
a result of these, import duty collection had approximately tripled as a percentage of GDP (Leith
and Söderling, 2000). By the end of 1986, a fiscal surplus (of 0.06% of GDP) was recorded and
inflation was substantially brought down (to around 30% from over 140% in 1983). Monetary
control was also achieved, following the attainment of fiscal discipline, as the need for deficit
financing was reduced (Dordunoo, 1994). It is noteworthy that up to September 1986, the
institutional settings in the official foreign exchange had remained essentially unchanged. The
only significant change was the introduction of a special scheme under which financing of
imports through the black market was allowed, provided that the requisite taxes were paid. Apart
from recognizing the hitherto illegal black market, this scheme had substantially relieved the
official market of demand pressure as more importers increasingly use the black market.
2.3.4 Introduction of the Weekly Retail Auction (1986-1988)
The massive devaluations during the crawling peg period had started to generate negative
political reactions, just as previous governments had experienced. These negative political
reactions were stirred by the removal of the rents from the system, and the substantial passthrough to prices of imported goods following the devaluations. Therefore, to depoliticize the
setting of the exchange rate, a weekly foreign exchange auction was introduced. It started with
the re-introduction of a dual exchange rate, each serving different international transactions.
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Changes were gradually made to the surrender laws, access to the market as well as to the import
licensing schemes which was later unified under one window. The auction was largely successful
because of the massive financial support from both IMF/World Bank and other bilateral donors
as Ghana proved its determination in the reform.
2.3.5 The Dual Rate System (September 1986-February 1987)
On September 16th, 1986 a weekly foreign exchange auction was introduced, marking the
beginning of an independent floating mechanism, which was considered the best way of
depoliticizing the issue of exchange rate adjustment (Dordunoo, 1994). The auction was
conducted under two windows: the first window’s rate was fixed at the prevailing official rate
that was set in January 1986 (i.e., ¢90/$). This rate governed the import of crude oil, processed
petroleum products, essential drugs, and all official government transactions. The second
window’s rate was market-determined, in the weekly auction conducted by the BoG. The second
window rate covered all other transactions that were excluded from the first window (Oduro,
2000) The auction was initially retail in nature, where authorized dealer banks served only as
intermediaries, i.e., bidding only on behalf of their end-user clients17. The role of the banks here
was only to centralize the bids, and auction funds, from their clients to the BoG. The first auction
was based on the Marginal Pricing Auction System (MPAS) in which successful bidders paid the
marginal price for the foreign exchange allocated to them. In the second auction, however, the
Dutch Auction System (DAS) was introduced under which successful bidders paid the bid price.
Unlike under the MPAS, the DAS allowed a multiple currency auction in which the successful
bidders for currencies other than dollars were allocated the dollar equivalent of their bid using
international cross rates for conversion.
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The auctions were conducted on Fridays and bidders were required to submit, by the end of
Thursdays, sealed envelopes containing the standard bidding form stating the amount and bid
price, as well as supporting documents such as import licenses, letters of credit, pro forma
invoice and the currency they were bidding for. Bidders were then required to submit an
authorization form from their commercial banks, which allowed the BoG to debit the bank’s
account with the cedi equivalent of the successful bid. The foreign exchange was allocated such
that the foreign exchange requirements of bidders with the most depreciated exchange rate were
satisfied first until the supply was exhausted. There was a committee that supervised the auction
clearance and decide the marginal exchange rate, which was the rate at which foreign exchange
supply was exhausted by the demand. This marginal rate, declared at the end of each auction,
ruled every extra-auction transaction until a new rate was announced. In the case where the
demand at the marginal rate exceeds the supply at that rate, foreign exchange was allocated on a
pro-rata basis to all the bidders whose bid price equaled that marginal rate. The choice of the
auction rather than some interbank market arrangement was aimed at attracting the foreign
exchange held outside the banks into the banking system (Harrigan and Oduro, 2000). To
facilitate this, and address the demand and supply sides of the foreign exchange market, several
modifications were made to the institutional, legal and operational arrangements of the auction
overtime. For instance, on the supply side, the foreign exchange surrender laws were continued
but modified to reflect the new dual-rate system: earnings from cocoa exports, gold, logs, and
residual oil products were surrendered to the first window, with a general retention ratio of 35
percent. Specifically, the ratios of retention were respectively 45 percent, 20 percent, and 5
percent for Ashanti Gold Mining Company, Logs and Cocoa Board (Dordunoo, 1994; Oduro,
2000). Residual oil and electricity did not qualify for retention. All other earnings had to be 100
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percent surrendered to the BoG directly or through the commercial banks. The BoG, then
decided the amount to be allocated to the auction, after allocating to the government and certain
other public institutions. On the demand side, changes to the import licensing scheme were also
made effective from October 6th, 1986. The license was re-classified to reflect the new system
and indicate qualifications for accessing the auction market. There were now three types of
licences: “A”, “S” and “G”. The “A” license allowed the holder to bid at the auction and was
issued for all non consumer goods such as drugs and producer inputs. The “S” license holders
could use their own foreign exchange to import goods allowed under the existing Special Import
Licence (SIL) regulations and the “G” license was issued to the government and its agencies and
get their foreign exchange directly allocated outside the auction. The essence of this new
licensing system was that holders of A and S licenses were given access to foreign exchange
from the auction, which implied higher demand for foreign exchange in the auction market.
2.3.6 Unified Exchange Rate System (1987)
The dual exchange rate system lasted for only seven months but led to a slight increase in the
black market premium instead of reducing it. Thus, on February 19, 1987, the first-tier fixed rate
was abolished and all transactions were subjected to the second-tier market rate determined at the
weekly Dutch auction rate (which stood at ¢150/$). Between the 21st auction (February 19, 1987)
and the 176th auction (April 27, 1990), all transactions through the banking system were settled
at the marginal rate determined at the weekly auction. The market, however, continued to be on a
retail basis, reflecting in part the relative scarcity of official foreign exchange. Following this
unification, more changes to the auction were made to widen the access to it and thus to expand
the coverage of the floating exchange rate arrangement and reducing importers’ reliance on the
black market. Moreover, the intensive trade liberalization, especially the removal of most foreign
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exchange restrictions in 1988, meant that more transactions needed access to the auction. As
most trade and exchange restrictions were dismantled, import licensing and the Import
Programming Scheme became redundant and, therefore, were abolished in January 1989. After
this, importers were only required to submit import declaration forms to their commercial banks,
in order to access the auction market. Other modifications included the addition of services and
transfer payments that are approved by the exchange control authorities in the qualified
transactions for bid in the auction, in March 1987. Also, in February 1988, foreign exchange
demand for business travel (up to a maximum of $3000 per trip) was also made eligible for bid in
the auction. Finally, in February 1989 dividends and profits for repatriation (except for
companies whose capital was raised locally) were qualified to bid at the auction. The retention
scheme was further modified, in order to increase the supply of foreign exchange to meet the
increased demand, following the inclusion of more transactions in the auction. For instance, the
cocoa board’s retention ratio was reduced from 5 percent to 2 percent in March 1987. In addition,
in April 1989, the retained foreign exchange by all exporters had to be lodged with a bank in
Ghana within 60 days of shipment. Also, the payments for cocoa in nonconvertible currencies
under bilateral agreements were gradually reduced to only 10,000 tons. These various measures
increased access to the auction, thereby diverting demand for foreign exchange from the parallel
market towards the official market. The result was a much faster depreciation of the official
market rate than that of the black market rate. This led to a further decline in the black market
premium, as well as substantial real exchange rate depreciation. Indeed, Leith and Söderling,
2000 reported that by 1987, the average bilateral real exchange rate (¢/$) had depreciated back to
its 1968 level.
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2.3.7 Licensing of Forex Bureau (1988)
Because of the continued co-existence of the parallel market along with the auction market, the
parallel market was legalized in January 1988. This, along with the subsequent licensing of forex
bureau in February 1988, marks a key step in the effort towards the liberalization and
stabilization of the exchange rate market. The key objective of institutionalizing the bureaux de
change was to eliminate the parallel market, capture the main market forces behind the
determination of the cedi/dollar rate and absorb the parallel market into one single foreign
exchange market (Dordunoo, 1994). The first bureau started operations on April 8, and by the
end of 1988 over 70 bureaus had been established and over 180 were fully licensed by the early
1990s (Harrigan and Oduro, 2000). The bureaus were allowed to be owned and operated as
separate entities by banks, institutions, individuals, or groups provided that they had the license.
The bureaus were allowed to fund all legal imports and services. They could buy and sell foreign
exchange at a freely negotiated rate and no requirements were made on them to indicate or
identify their sources of foreign exchange or customers. The only two requirements were for
them to (1) report to the BoG on a monthly basis the volume of purchases and sale and the type
of currencies involved, and; (2) not buy travelers cheque in other currencies than British pounds
and American dollars. Also, the currencies they were allowed to buy included the Canadian
dollar, US dollars, UK pounds, CFA and French francs, and Deutsche marks. The main sources
of foreign exchange supply for the bureaus were the exporters’ retention accounts, receipts from
unofficial (illegal) exports, non-traditional exports, and private remittances. Their main sources
of demand for foreign exchange include all legal (and indeed illegal) imports, service payments
and capital transaction. The foreign exchange market was segmented between April 1988 and
December 29, 1989, with two spot rates separately quoted: the bureau and the auction rates.
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During this period, bureaus were not allowed to bid in the auction market and thus there was no
seepage between two markets. As a result, the demand and supply in the two markets became
unbalanced leading to further divergence between the rates. In terms of volume of transaction,
the bureaus market grew rapidly from monthly purchases and sales of about half a million dollars
in April 1988 to about 8 million dollars in August of the same year. The bureau rate continued to
be above the auction but closer to the parallel rate. The closeness of the parallel rate with the
bureau rates indicated the absorption of the parallel rate by the bureau rate. The divergence
between the bureau/parallel and the auction-rate initially widened, but the premium of the
parallel rate over the auction declined from 41 percent at the first auction to 20 percent at the
14th auction (Harrigan and Oduro, 2000). Introduction of Wholesale Auction (1989-1992) to
reduce further the divergence between the bureau and the auction rates and eliminate the spread
between the buying and selling rates in the bureau, in December 1989, the bureaus were allowed
to bid in the auction markets. The condition for eligibility criteria for the bureaus to access the
auctions was: a minimum monthly turnover of $250,000; be at least a year old; and use facilities
of an authorized bank for the disbursement of the auction funds (Dordunoo, 1994). The bidding
procedure for end-users involved submitting applications for foreign exchange, the bureaus then
computed the consolidated amount at each rate and submitted it to the auction through an
authorized dealer bank. The bank then submitted the aggregated bids including its own
requirements to BoG. A committee of 11 participating dealer banks and bureaus decided the
eligibility of the bid, and not the BoG as had previously been the case. Successful bidders then
paid the bid amount plus a margin determined freely by the bureau or the dealer bank.
Furthermore, on March 23, 1990, an interbank market was set up to handle wholesale
transactions in foreign exchange, and the retail auction system was replaced with the wholesale
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auction system. Until 1992, therefore, the wholesale auction was run in parallel with the
interbank market. Under the wholesale system auction, authorized dealer banks and the eligible
bureaus could now buy foreign exchange from the BoG for sale to their end-user clients at their
determined margin or for their own foreign exchange needs. They could also trade in foreign
exchange among themselves (banks and bureaux). The BoG also participated as both a buyer and
a seller depending on its policy requirements and the wholesale auction market system continued
to be based on the Dutch Auction System (DAS). The introduction of the interbank market, in
April 1992, was the final stage of the foreign exchange market reform process. The market
provided the place for price discovery and would, in principle, eliminate the dominance of the
BoG in market-making. This led to the final convergence of the parallel and official exchange
rate as the latter depreciated towards the former. Since April 1992, the BoG’s management of the
exchange rate takes place directly through the interbank market. It is noteworthy that these
reforms in the trade and foreign exchange market were simultaneously carried out with the
monetary and financial sector reforms. In fact, these reforms have been well coordinated to be
reinforcing each other. In the next section, the monetary and financial sector reforms are
examined.
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CHAPTER THREE
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
3.1 Introduction
This chapter brings to light how the study was conducted in terms of the study area, the research
design, the kind of data collected, how the data was collected, the data analysis technique, the
sampling method, the sample size, and the limitations which were faced in the course of using
the methods indicated.
3.2 Study Area
The research was carried out in three Regions; Greater Accra, Eastern Region, and the Volta
Region. The purpose of this research is to access the perception of automated trading in Ghana
from the perspective of forex bureaus. The total number of forex bureaus targeted was 20 thus;
they were willing to freely participate in the survey. Out of the 20 questionnaires given out only
sixteen was received and analyzed for the study
3.3 Research Design
The research was a study on the perception of automated trading in Ghana by forex bureaus.
Since it was a descriptive study, the survey technique was used to distribute self-administered
questionnaires comprising both close-ended and open-ended questions to the respondents.
Additionally, some of the respondents were interviewed for clarification on issues raised from
the responses to questions in the questionnaires and other issues which were not captured by the
questionnaire were also dealt with through the interview.
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3.3.1 Research Instrument
The research instrument used for this research work includes questionnaire and interviews.
a.Questionnaires
A questionnaire is a logically structured question that is related to the research topic which is
written and handed over or mailed to respondents to provide relevant answers. The research used
both open-ended and close-ended questions to make it easier for respondents to feel free to
answer the questions in their own words and express any idea that they think appropriate. An
open-ended questionnaire was used by the researchers to allow respondents to give their
subjective views of the research. A close-ended questionnaire was also used to provide a range of
alternative answers for respondents to make a choice. The researcher used questionnaires since;
It is cheaper than other forms of data collection and the questionnaires can be posted, mailed or
sent through the internet. It also gives a quick response. It enables the researcher to access a large
coverage in a short time.
b.

Interview

An interview is a structured way of obtaining information which involves two parties namely;
the interviewer(s) and interviewee(s). The interviewer (in this case the researchers) sought
information from interviewee (i.e. management and staff as well as some customers of identified
microfinance institutions. In addition to the questionnaire personal interviews, were used by the
researcher to obtain an instant and more accurate response from respondents. The outline of the
interview schedule was given to respondents prior to the interview in order to prepare him or her.
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The research mainly used questionnaires to gather all the data which was used in this study. The
interview was used to basically sought the views in terms of their take of forex trading in Ghana
and whether they were willing to participate in the survey for the purpose of this project work.
3.4 Population Defined
The target population for the study was all those who had the information needed for this
research work. With a careful look at the scope of the study, the target population covered
operators/owners of Forex Bureaus within the Greater Accra, Eastern Region, and Volta Region,
precisely:
1. Alisma Forex Bureau – Accra , Greater Accra Region
2. Kumas Forex Bureau – Accra, Greater Accra Region
3. Amex Forex Bureau – Kotobabi, Greater Accra Region
4. Basmabrim Forex Bureau – Kotobabi, Greater Accra Region
5. Hayrat Forex Bureau – New Town, Greater Accra Region
6. Na – Aata Forex Bureau – Pig Farm, Greater Accra Region
7. New Town Forex Bureau – New Town, Greater Accra Region
8. Orchid Forex Bureau – Pig Farm, Greater Accra Region
9. Perebrim Forex Bureau - New Town Accra, Greater Accra Region
10. Morning Star Forex Bureau – Lapaz, Greater Accra Region
11. Giosap Forex Bureau – Lapaz, Greater Accra Region
12. Love me Forex Bureau – Lapaz, Greater Accra Region
13. Universal Forex Bureau – Lapaz, Greater Accra Region
14. S & J Forex Bureau – Koforidua, Eastern Region
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15. PEKAF Forex Bureau – Koforidua, Eastern Region
16. St. Michael Forex Bureau – Ho, Volta Region
3.5 Sampling Method / Technique
Sampling technique is the method used in selecting a proportion of the total of the population for
the actual study. With regard to the study, the researchers used a simple random sampling
method to select the respondents from the various forex bureaus. Sampling is used because the
entire population is too large and difficult to define. Simple random sampling is selected because
it provided an objective measure of the reliability of sample estimates. It also ensures that every
possible sample of a given size drawn from a specified universe has a known chance of being
selected. The sampling technique was used because of the following merits:
[I] It reduces cost. A small fraction of the total population was studied thus reducing expenditure
on the research.
[II]

It also allows for greater speed. Given the sample, data could be collected and

summarized more quickly than for the whole population.
[III]

It allows for greater accuracy

Specifically, a targeted group of managers/supervisors/owners of Forex bureaus were calculated
to constitute the population size. Selected participants answered a set of questionnaires
administered to them. Data gathered from these research instruments were then computed for
interpretation. Purposive sampling technique was used to select the managers/supervisors/
owners of Forex Bureaus since they were in the capacity to provide the needed data for the study.
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3.6 Sample Size
Making reference to Fraenkel and Wallen (2002), who put into perspective that there is no clearcut answer to the question on the sample size selection for any research work. To them, the best
answer lies in the sample size which is large enough for the researchers to obtain the needed data
with affordable time and energy. They recommended a sample as large enough as researchers
can reasonably obtain. On that ground and in this light, we selected a sample size of 20 forex
bureaus within Greater Accra, Eastern, and Volta Regions as a representations of the forex
bureaus companies in Ghana.
3.7 Data Collection Procedure/Methods
Data collection refers to the medium by which information is obtained and recorded from the
respondents. The data collection procedure is classified into two main sources namely:
•

Primary and

•

Secondary

3.7.1 Primary data
The researchers collected data from the field for the investigation at hand. It was carried out
through the administering of questionnaires and interviews to get original data for the purpose of
answering the research problem.
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3.7.2 Secondary data
Secondary data was obtained from already existing data. For completeness of this project, the
researcher consulted some published documents such as already researched literature or written
literature on the focused research area.
3.8 Data Analysis Procedure /Techniques
The data collected which were in the form of questionnaires, personal interviews, and references
to related literature were carefully studied and all figures well analyzed. Appropriate
comparisons were made. All these were geared towards establishing a cogent argument from
data collection in order to present meaningful research work.
The data analysis techniques used include frequency Figures, pie charts and bar charts for the
presentation of the data collected. This is done by using percentages and qualitative analysis.
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CHAPTER FOUR
DATA PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS
4.1 Introduction
This chapter deals with the analysis of data gathered for the study. The researchers used a
combination of figures and charts for the analysis and corresponding responses converted in
percentages (%). Questionnaires and some instances interviews were conducted. The main
instrument used for data gathering was the administering of questionnaires to respondents in this
case owners, operators, managers, and supervisors of various Forex Bureaus in Ghana. The
analysis basically depended on the questionnaires administered to various licensed Forex
Bureaus which were randomly selected across various regions. In all, the twenty (20)
questionnaires sheets which were distributed sixteen (16) were received. For clarity and proper
presentation of the findings, answers provided by respondents to questions that had “lead –on”
questions (questions with sub-questions) were captured as possible as I can so as to reflect the
true intentions of what the respondent intended to communicate. The questionnaires administered
were targeted at owners, supervisors, accountant’s officers/clerk and operators of licensed Forex
Bureaus in Ghana. The category of respondents that made up the research was mainly
i. Managers and Assistant Managers of Forex Bureaus ( Managers)
ii.Accountants, clerks, and cashiers ( Account Officers)
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4.2 Data Presentation for Managers and Accounts Officers
Figure 1: Questionnaires Administered to Managers and Accounts Officers of Forex
Bureaus
Respondents

Questionnaires Administered

Percentage (%)

Questionnaires Received

16

80

Questionnaires Not Received

4

20

20

100

Total

Figure1: Questionnaires Administered to Forex Bureaus
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Figure 1.1: Questionnaires Received
Questionnaires Received

Questionnaires Received
in
Percentage (%)

Managers

3

19

Accounts Officers

13

81

Total

16

100

Respondents

Figure 1.1: Questionnaires Received
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Figure 2: Gender Ratio of Correspondents
Gender

Frequency

Percentage (%)

Male

12

75

Female

4

25

Total

16

100

Figure 2: Gender Ratio of Correspondents

The pie chart above gives a summary with regards to the gender of the correspondents from
whom the data was gathered. Out of the 16 questionnaires received twenty five percent (25%)
constituted females whiles seventy five percent (75%) were males. The male category forms the
largest proportion of this study.
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Figure 3: Age Group of All Respondents
Age Group

Frequency

Percentage (%)

18 - 25

4

25

26 - 35

7

44

36 - 45

3

19

46 - 55

0

0

56 above

2

12

Total

16

100

Figure 3: Age Distribution Chart

From the above Figure, the age distribution with regards to the correspondents was as follows;
twenty five percent (25%) of the correspondent were with the age group of eighteen (18) to
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twenty five (25) years. Forty four percent (44%) were within twenty six (26) to thirty five (35)
years while nineteen percent (19%) of the correspondents were within thirty six (36) to forty five
(45) years. None of the correspondent was within forty six (46) to fifty five (55) years intervals.
Nonetheless, twelve percent (12%) of the correspondents was within fifty six (56) and above age
intervals.
Figure 4: Assessing the Knowledge of Respondents on Automated Trading (Forex Trading)
Respondents

Frequency

Percentage (%)

Yes

14

88

No

2

12

Total

16

100

Figure 4: Assessing the Knowledge of Respondents on Automated Trading (Forex Trading)
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The above question was intended to assess whether the respondents involved in the research had
any knowledge or an idea on the subject matter. The question was designed such that it went
further to ask respondents to give a brief description of what they deemed to be automated
trading (Forex Trading). The aforementioned Figure summarizes the total number of respondents
that had indicated that they had some level of knowledge on what is considered to be automated
trading (Forex Trading). As indicated from the Figure above eighty-eight percent (88%) of the
respondents indicated they had an idea as to what automated trading (forex trading) is. Twelve
percent (12%) had indicated that they had no knowledge of what automated trading (forex
trading) is. The description is given by the respondents mostly centered on the following;
i. Electronic way of transacting business
ii.The ease of conducting business with physical cash
iii. Others compared it to trading stocks on the stock exchange

Figure 5: Assessing the intentions of Forex Bureaus in Venturing into Automated Trading
(Forex Trading) in the near Future – Institutional Level
Respondents

Frequency

Percentage (%)

Yes

11

69

No

5

31

Total

16

100
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Figure 5: Assessing the intentions of Forex Bureaus in Venturing into Automated Trading
(Forex Trading) in the near Future – Institutional Level

The above Figure summarizes the intentions of the respondents as to whether they intend
venturing into forex trading in the near future. As captured from the aforementioned Figure only
sixty nine percent (69%) of the respondents had indicated that, they will consider venturing into
forex trading as an institution, thirty one percent (31%) of the respondents indicated they had no
intentions as an institution in venturing into forex trading in the near future. The research
question went further to probe into the reasons why they will or will not consider venturing into
forex trading. Below are noted reasons why some of the respondents concluded that as an
institution, the will venture into forex trading
i. It makes transaction easier with or without the presence of the customers
ii. It helps you know your gains
iii. Because it is profit Figure
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On the other hand, respondents that indicated that they will not venture in automated trading
(forex trading) in the near gave the following reasons;
i. It was not safe to engage in
ii. Their licenses issued them do not allow them to venture into forex trading
iii. Forex Trading is a scam

Figure 6: Assessing the Intentions of Forex Bureaus in Venturing into Automated Trading
(Forex Trading) in the near Future – Individual Level
Respondents

Frequency

Percentage (%)

Yes

12

75

No

4

25

Total

16

100
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Figure 6: Assessing the intentions of Forex Bureaus in Venturing into Automated Trading
(Forex Trading) in the near Future – Individual Level

The research went further to ascertain from the respondents whether as individuals, given the
opportunity will venture into automated trading ( forex trading) or will recommend forex trading
to anyone to undertake. Seventy five percent (75%) of the respondents indicated they will
venture into automated trading (forex trading) in the near future given the opportunity and will
recommend it to others to also consider venturing into it. On the other hand, twenty five percent
(25%) of the respondent indicated they will not venture into forex trading nor recommend it to
anyone to undertake. The general reasons given were similar to aforementioned in Figure 5.
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Figure 7: Forex Trading as an Avenue to Maximize Revenue/ Profit
Respondents

Frequency

Percentage (%)

Yes

13

81

No

3

19

Total

16

100

Figure 7: Forex Trading as an Avenue to Maximize Revenue/ Profit

The research sought to ascertain whether Forex Bureaus considered automated trading (forex
trading as an avenue to maximize revenue/profits and also the reasons why they hold the
aforementioned to be true or false. The Figure above shows that out of one hundred percent
(100%) respondents, eighty one percent (81%) hold the notion that automated trading ( forex
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trading ) is an avenue to maximize revenue/profits, whiles nineteen percent (19%) hold that it’s
not an avenue for maximizing revenue/profits.
Figure 8: Committing Resources to Exploit Opportunities that Automated Trading has to
Offer
Respondents

Frequency

Percentage (%)

Yes

5

31

No

11

69

Total

16

100

Figure 8: Committing Resources to Exploit Opportunities that Automated Trading has to
offer
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The Figure summarizes the intentions of the respondent as to their consideration of committing
resources to exploit the opportunities that automated trading (forex trading has to offer). As show
in Figure 8, thirty one percent (31%) of the respondents indicated that they had intentions of
committing resources to exploiting the opportunities that forex trading had to offer, whiles sixty
nine percent (69%) of the respondent had no intentions of committing resources to exploit the
opportunities forex trading has to offer.
Figure 9: Forex Bureaus Setting up Research and Development Department
Respondents

Frequency

Percentage (%)

Yes

14

88

No

2

12

Total

16

100
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Figure 9: Forex Bureaus Setting up Research and Development Department

In another perspective, the research intended to find out whether modern forex bureaus need to
set up research and development department so as to be able to translate it into profitability. The
Figure above indicates a large number of the respondents agreeing to the fact that in other for
modern forex bureau to operate profitably there is a need for them to set up research and
development departments. Eighty eight percent (88%) of the respondents were in agreement to
that fact whiles twelve percent (12%) didn’t see the need for forex bureaus to set up research and
development departments.
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Figure 10: Information and Education on Automated Trading (Forex Trading) in Ghana
Respondents

Frequency

Percentage (%)

Yes

3

19

No

13

81

Total

16

100

Figure 10: Information and Education on Automated Trading (Forex Trading) in Ghana

The research went further to assess whether there is enough information and education with
regards to automated forex trading in Ghana and how accessible the information is. From the
Figure above, nineteen percent (19%) of the respondents indicated that there was enough
information and education on forex trading in Ghana and it is easily accessible to and by the
general public. On the other hand eighty one percent (81%) were of the view that information
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and education with regards to forex trading was insufficient and limited. They were of the
opinion that it was possible that some parts of the general public have not even heard what
automated forex trading in its entirety is all about.
Figure 11: Future Prospects of Automated Forex Trading in Ghana
Respondents

Frequency

Percentage (%)

Positive

9

56

Negative

1

6

No idea

6

38

Total

16

100

Figure 11: Future Prospects of Automated Forex Trading in Ghana
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The above Figure summarizes the opinions of the respondents with regards to their take on what
the future holds for forex trading in Ghana. In analysing the data, three different opinions happen
to be expressed by the respondents. One group had the opinion that the future of forex trading
was very bright and that its pacing up gradually, another group expressed otherwise, where they
saw no prospects with regards to the future of automated forex trading govern by free market
principle in Ghana. The last but not the least had no idea of what the prospects of automated
forex trading will be in terms of being a strong financial block in the Ghanaian financial system.
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CHAPTER FIVE
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
5.1 Introduction
This chapter summarizes the findings of the study, conclusions, and recommendations that were
arrived at as a result of the data gathered for the purpose of the research topic. The finds brought
to light what forex bureau operators had in mind with regards to automated trading (forex
trading).

5.2 Summary of Findings
This study was undertaken to understand the perception of automated trading in Ghana from the
perspective of licensed forex bureau operators. Thus, to bring to bear what comes to mind of
these forex bureaus operators with regards to automated forex trading. Their understanding of
what forex trading is and their intentions to engages in automated trading ( forex trading ) as
business entities or individuals in the near future.The main sources from which the data was
collected for the research work was from a set of questionnaires distributed to Forex Bureau
Operators/ Owners/ Managers and to large extents interviews conducted which also consider the
forecast into the near future of how forex bureaus and forex trading business is expected to be in
Ghana in the near future.The following were a summary of findings by the researcher with
regard to the study. Out of the total questionnaires received, the data indicated seventy-five
percent (75%) to be males and twenty-five percent (25%) to be females indicating that men were
more dominant in the forex bureaus sector with regards to operating or managing a forex bureau
in Ghana.
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The age group of our respondents mainly between twenty-six – thirty-five years (26yrs-35yrs),
eighteen to twenty-five years ( 18yrs-25yrs) and thirty-six to forty-five years (36yrs-45yrs)
respectively. Majority of our respondents who fell within this age group were either serving as
managers or financial officers at the various forex bureaus targeted. Those who were above fiftysix years (56yrs) actually owned the forex bureau. This is not to say there were no forex bureau
owners in the aforementioned age group. Eighty-Eight (88%) of our respondents indicated they
had knowledge on/of automated trading (forex trading). The study showed suggest that sixtynine percent (69%) of our respondents had the intentions to venture into automated trading (forex
trading) in the near future as an institution (Forex Bureau) while the others which made up thirtyone percent (31%) had never intended to do so in the near future. While Seventy-five percent
(75%) of our respondents indicated they had intentions of venturing into automated trading
(forex trading) in the near future at individual or personal level. Eighty-one percent (81%) of the
respondent deemed automated trading (forex trading) as an avenue to maximize revenue/profit.
Sixty-Nine percent (69%) of the respondents say they have no intentions of committing
resources to exploit the opportunities automated trading (forex trading has to offer). Eighty-eight
percent (88%) of the respondents agreed that forex bureaus need to set up the Research and
Development Department under it sector to undertake various studies and researches.Eight-one
percent (81%) of the respondents indicated there was no or very little information and education
on automated trading (forex trading ) in Ghana and it is not easily accessible by/to the general
public. Fifty-six percent (56%) of the respondents indicated that the future of forex trading in
Ghana is very bright and that it has the potential of becoming a strong financial block in the
Ghanaian financial system, six percent (6%) were of the opinion that forex trading had no
prospects in the Ghanaian economy in the near future. Nonetheless, another group of the
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respondents which was thirty-eight percent (38%) had no idea of what the future holds for
automated trading ( forex trading ) in Ghana.

5.3 Conclusion
The study shows that the forex bureau plays a critical role with regards to the development and a
good function of forex market now and its prospects in the near future as it has previously been
asserted by Senzu (2018). But for some reason the study established that forex bureau as
institutions agreed to the fact that automated trading ( forex trading ) presented them an
opportunity or alternative to boost revenues or maximize profits yet they were not willing to
commit resources to exploit the opportunities in the automated trading market (forex market) and
how well they can tap into these opportunities to maximize revenue or profits. This I believe is as
a result of very little information on the aforementioned subject matter. No form of education in
that regard hence has hindered the potential of automated trading (forex trading) in Ghana. On a
general notion as a sort of Ponzi scheme (scam) where people are ripped off their hard-earned
money. On the whole forex, bureaus play a key role in the development and expansion of the
forex market in Ghana.

5.4 Recommendations
From the research findings, the following recommendations were made;


The government needs to put in place a working policy document aimed at addressing the
deficiencies in our financial system and also addressing the issue of automated trading (forex
trading in Ghana).
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The government in conjunction with the private sector and academia to come up with
strategies that will get the public more informed about the opportunities forex trading has to
offer as individuals and to the country as a whole.



As we speak, there is no clear cut rules and regulations that govern the activities of
automated trading (forex trading) in Ghana. Which means as the government is losing sight
of the fact that the forex industry has the potential to provide it with funds that can be used
to foster development in the country. Therefore, if there is any automated forex trading
enterprise per individuals and retailing agencies, it is assumed as a black market but the
difference between today and the late 60’s and early 70’s is, the Banks are structured to
record any importation of foreign currency through trading activities of retailers.



Academia needs to redesign their curricular in making automated forex trading as an option
course for students to major in or choose as a career path as a section of Investment Banking
programme.



Industry and Government should allocate resources to conduct research and development of
the technological advancement of the forex trading industry so as to exploit the opportunities
it has to offer.



There should be training and retraining of all forex bureau operators to keep them up to date
on the ever-changing industry they find themselves and equip them to be better in skills to
make their business more prefigure.

5.5 Limitation of the Study
In carrying out the study, the following are the major problems faced by the researcher, the
budget level for the project was very small hence collecting of data was limited, therefore the
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study was narrowed to regions Forex bureaus business is vibrant as an enterprise in Ghana,
namely Greater Accra, Eastern and Volta Region.The study was limited to only forex bureaus
that were licensed by the Central Bank of Ghana. The researcher didn’t use any data from an
unlicensed forex bureau. Another limitation is some forex bureaus enterprises refused to par-take
in the study because they thought the researcher was a journalist or a staff of the central bank
sent around to monitor their activities and blow the whistle on them. Hence getting them to take
part in the study was a hurdle the researcher had to overcome.The research was limited to the
perception of forex bureaus on forex trading in Ghana, whiles the research could have delved
further into the activities of the forex bureaus in Ghana, how they are regulated, why I they not
constituted directly under the Securities and Exchange commission of Ghana. It was also
observed during the data collection, there were noted activities of the forex bureaus in their daily
business transaction as illegal but since the research was not about investigating what was legal
or not, the researcher did pay no attention to it but do conclude these activities in no way affected
the outcome of the aforementioned.
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APPENDIX A

7.0

FREDERIC BASTIAT INSTITUTE
--------------------------------------------------------------A PROJECT WORKS ON THE TOPIC:
---------------------------------------------------------------------------THE PERCEPTION OF AUTOMATED TRADING IN GHANA;
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------A CASE STUDY OF THE PERCEPTION OF AUTOMATED TRADING BY FOREX
BUREAUS IN GHANA

QUESTIONNAIRES FOR FOREX BUREAUS INSTITUTIONS IN GHANA
The study is purely for academic purposes and not in any way an attempt to assess Forex Bureau
performance. You are assured that all information supplied will be strictly treated as confidential
as required by the ethical standards of the research profession but rather conclusions of the study
to the benefit of the republic of Ghana and it economy.
Please respond honestly and carefully by ticking 

the appropriate boxes or write the answers

in the spaces provided to the best of your knowledge

1. Gender: Male
2. Age: 18 – 25years

Female
26 – 35 years

36 – 45 years

45 – 55 years

56 years and above
3. Position for the Institution:…………………………………………………………………
4. Do you have any knowledge on/about automated forex trading? If yes, give a brief description
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……………………………………………………………………………………..………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………..

5. As an institution, do you consider venturing into automated forex trading in the near future?
Yes

No

5b. If yes, Why | No, why ?
….…………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
6. Will you recommend to yourself in any opportunity or to any one to under take or venture
into automated forex trading? If Yes, why | If No, Why
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
7. Do you consider automated forex trading as an avenue to maximize revenue / profit for your
Institution?

Yes

No

If yes, reasons and if no give reasons?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
8. Have you considered committing resources to exploit opportunities that automated forex
trading has to offer?

Yes

No
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9. Do you believe, for profitability of modern forex bureaus ventures, requires a department that
engages in research and development?

Yes

No

10. Is there enough information and education on automated forex trading in Ghana?
Yes

No

10b. If yes, how easily is it accessible?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………

11. What is your take on the prospects of automated forex trading in Ghana, in the near future?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Lead response:
[Depending on your response to Q11, you are expected to respond to Q11b or 11C]
11b. If the prospect is positive per your response to question 11, what will trigger such a move?
….………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
….………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
11c. If the prospect is negative per your response to question 11, what will trigger such a move?
….………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
….………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
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